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Smashing Photoshop CS5: 100 Professional Techniques (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Yippie! I am thrilled that you picked up this book because it’s loaded with 100 creative and
	innovative ideas to help jumpstart your creativity and teach you to do more with your designs
	and photographs, faster and better, with Photoshop. Aft er fl ipping through the pages, you’ll
	soon discover how valuable an addition this...
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Panoramic Photography: From Composition and Exposure to Final ExhibitionFocal Press, 2007
"There is a revolutin underway in panoramic photography, with new and radically better techniques yielding new possibilities and a growing number of enthusiasts"
Canadian Camera (2007)     

       It has never been easier to make panoramas--both in terms of the new lightweight equipment and the spectacular quality of the...
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Advanced Photoshop Elements 4.0 for Digital PhotographersFocal Press, 2005
Once you have mastered the basics, this is the book to further develop your skills to get professional results with this affordable software. Under Philips expert guidance you will be taken to the next level, far beyond Elements basic concepts and skills so you can achieve the optimum results from this powerful package.

Philip includes...
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Photoshop Elements 8 for Windows: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
Ideal for scrapbookers, serious and casual photographers, and budding graphic artists alike, Photoshop Elements 8 is more powerful and easier to use than previous versions. But figuring out how and when to use the program's tools is still tricky. With this book, you'll learn not only what each tool does, but also when it makes the most sense to...
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Digital Wedding Photography For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Expert advice on becoming a successful wedding photographer


	Wedding photography can be a great hobby or home-based business. But while it's an exciting and lucrative field, it also has its challenges.


	Now, you can turn to Digital Wedding Photography For Dummies for friendly, hands-on guidance on...
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The Art of Photoshop for Digital PhotographersSams Publishing, 2005
Experience the highly visual format of the Art of Photoshop: Digital Photography Workshop and learn how to take good source photos and transform them into display-quality digital works of art with visual effects used in Adobe Photoshop. Using the beauty of the Tuscan region of Italy as a backdrop, author and...
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The DAM Book : Digital Asset Management for PhotographersO'Reilly, 2005
Can you find your digital photographs when you need them, or  do you spend more time rifling through your hard drive and  file cabinets than you'd like?  Do you have a system for  assigning and tracking content data on your photos?  If you  make a living as a photographer, do your images bear your  copyright and contact...
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The Digital Photography BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Scott Kelby, the man who changed the "digital darkroom" forever with his groundbreaking, #1 bestselling, award-winning book The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers, now tackles the most important side of digital photography--how to take pro-quality shots using the same tricks today's top digital pros...
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Digital Photography Composition For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2010

	Turn ordinary photographs into striking works of art


	Mastering the craft of composing a photograph is all about having a trained eye. Digital Photography Composition For Dummies helps emerging photographers create stunning and compelling photographs by teaching the elements, techniques, and conventions used by skilled...
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Photoshop Elements 9 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Photoshop Elements has evolved over several generations to become a sophisticated photo editor. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now a tool for novice photo editors, amateur photographers, and professionals alike.


	Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many ways. Not only a...
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Create Great iPhone Photos: Apps, Tips, Tricks, and EffectsNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		You own the world's most versatile, customizable camera: your iPhone. Out of the box, your iPhone camera is no-frills, but you can transform it into a digital darkroom, photo editing suite, and photoblogging tool all rolled into one . . . if you know how to use it.

	
		Create Great iPhone Photos shows you how to...
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Painter X for Photographers: Creating Painterly Images Step by StepFocal Press, 2007
"The clear structure and concise writing style takes the reader through brushes, papers and textures. Combined with an intelligent layout and a Windows/Mac compatible CD, Painter IX for Photographers is exemplary for its clarity and structure." - British Journal of Photography --British Journal of Photography     

   Whether...
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